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These are 36 of the greatest impromptu card tricks ever invented. Longe shows you not only how
each one works, but also how to put them over, with clear step-by-step instructions and
illustrations. A special chapter in the back even explains how to bluff your way through a trick if it
goes wrong. Great for kids from eight to eighty. 128 pages, 17 b/w illus., 5 3/8 x 8 1/4.

About the AuthorLouis de Wohl was a highly acclaimed novelist who wrote numerous best
selling historical novels on lives of the saints, many being made into films. Sixteen of his books
were made into films. Pope John XXIII conferred on him the title of Knight Commander of the
Order of St. Gregory the Great.His works include Lay Siege to Heaven, Set All Afire, Citadel of
God, The Spear, Joyful Beggar, The Quiet Light,and more.
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Card Tricks: The Royal Road to Card Magic More Self-Working Card Tricks: 88 Foolproof Card
Miracles for the Amateur Magician (Dover Magic Books)



Mk ultra, “Wow what a book. Great book.Great conditionFast ship!”

pint67, “good book. This book is nothing revolutionary but if you want to learn some good card
magic, it's a good one. The guy has his own tricks in there so you know he's been doing it for
some time. He also talks about what makes the magic work (the patter) and why it's important at
certain times for certain bits. It won't take more than a couple of days to have a handful of hocus-
pocus to perform. I recommend.”

Marilyn, “Four Stars. for someone who has tried card tricks with little success, hopefully this will
help.”

Dan, “Better buy two. It's that good.. One of the best books on card magic I've found. Some of
the tricks are truly unbelievable.”

Goodbug, “Nice Card Trick Book. I recommend this book. It is well worth the money! Tricks are
well explained and easy to perform with practice. I also recommend it for beginners, as I am one.
Go ahead, try it!”

Matt Hetling, “Very useful, practical advice for the beginner. I like this book of card tricks for the
fact that it is user-friendly and practical-minded.After a brief introduction, Longe guides the
reader through a series of card-manipulating exercises that have applications in hundreds of
card tricks. He then lays out a series of card tricks, rated for their difficulty level, and complete
with advice on what kind of audience might be best suited for any particular trick. The
illustrations are simple and clear, and the tricks range from the basic to the extremely clever and
inventive.There's nothing new under this sun, but a beginner will find this guide much better than
average when seeking to learn the basic skills necessary to amaze their friends and strangers.”

R. Hummel III, “Fabulous for the beginning Magician!. I'm a magician member of the Magic
Castle now, but in my early forays into card magic this book helped wean me away from trick
Svengali and stripper decks, so that I could be handed a deck of cards from anyone and perform
a nice trick. They're not all home runs. But I still get great responses from several of the tricks
contained within here....and yes, I now own Card College, have read Royal Road to Card Magic
several times, but those books should come after this one. This one will help you decide if you're
serious about persuing more card magic or not.A fabulous starter book, but make sure you
practice!!”

Mrs.P, “I'm pleased. I think this is a good little book for a beginner like me.I found a few good
easy tricks thanks to this book.”



superdeal8811, “Five Stars. Good!”

The book by Bob Longe has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 25 people have provided feedback.
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